
Spring is a great time for photographers to
rejuvenate and look for a fresh new approach.
That might  include travel to a new destination.

Our April program topic is TRAVEL so, in addition
to our regular  Members’ Monthly Print Contest, we
will have a MEMBERS’ TRAVEL PHOTO
CONTEST “with a twist.”

One of the best things
about traveling is the
opportunity to get away
from the usual
responsibilities.   You do
not “have” to attend to the
usual chores because it is

“physically impossible.”

Being away frees you
from those day after day
burdens.  Everything is
new and different, even exhilarating!  Perhaps that is
why we take so many photos while away; we want to
retain those feelings of freedom and excitement when
we return to the daily grind.

For the “twist”...Instead of a photo of what you
took when TRAVELING, bring a creative 5 x 7 or 8
x 10  photo  depicting a daily grind that you could
have left at home and you would NOT miss.

 On the back of your photo write your name and
what it is you do not miss when you are away.

Place your photo on the “What I Did Not Miss”
TRAVEL Contest Table in the competition room.
The contest is not necessarily the quality of the photo,
but the best photo topic.  If two people have the same

“best” topic, then quality/creativity will matter.  A
prize will be awarded to the best topic.

Have fun; be a little silly if you want.  It will make
you feel better and we will share a laugh with you!

Now go take that one of a kind photo and invite
a friend.
                    George Bollis

Infocus
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Indian River Photo Club

MARCH 2011 AWARD WINNERS

CLASS A:

Color: (21 photos)

1st Earl Evans Slough of Despond

2nd Tom Smoyer On Point

3rd Anne Malsbary Round and Round – Up and Down

HM Mark Mittleman Fall Reflections

HM Jim Riley The Girl with the Pearl Earing

Monochrome: (12 photos)

1st Brian Drinkwater Legs Going Cheap

2nd Tom Smoyer Sepia Sunflower

3rd J. R. Williams Wildlife?

HM George Bollis Wing’n It

HM Richard Thomson Zombies

Special Techniques: (7 photos)

1st Tom Smoyer Renaissance Beagle

2nd Lisa Willnow Blue Swirl Waterlily

3rd Kim Hunt Serenity

CLASS B:

Color: (25 photos)

1st Richard Baker Saved at Last

2nd Del Peterson Lotsa, Lotsa Boats in Monaco

3rd Miriam Barton White Rose

HM Ed Smith Old and Older

HM Curtis Jensen Sydney Opera House

HM Kathy Graham Pelican Fun

Continued over
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Monochrome: (11 photos)

1st Susan King Four Generations at Brooksville

2nd Ed Smith Morning Coffee

3rd Tim Lowe A Day in the City

HM Billy Ocker Smooth Sailing

Special Techniques: (6 photos)

1st Billy Ocker American Sunset

2nd Denise Tucci Deep Dish Lily Pad

3rd Theresa Reynolds Big Air

Continued from previous page

John Buck, our April speaker received a BS in Design from The
University of Cincinnati, College of Design, Art & Architecture and
an MA in Design from Ohio State University.  In the early 80s, he

was the Founder and Creative Director for a business to business
advertising agency.  And since 1995, he has been a contract photographer and art director for
Eastman Kodak Company.  He currently resides in Rockledge and is a freelance photographer,
specializing in portraiture and travel.

In his presentation, “Provence: On Assignment for Kodak" he will provide a little twist on
the travel photography expectation.  He will take us through the entire process of a Kodak
assignment from initial input to final presentation and explain how corporate marketing works
with photographers and sets the strategy behind the products, in this case, certain new cameras.

From his experience in June of 2008, in southern France with Kodak's chief photographer,
spending 9 days taking images and videos with 2 different new cameras, he will show us
exactly what was presented to Kodak in the form of a short Quick time movie.   If time allows,
he will also present images from another shoot, possibly Singapore, Colombia or Oregon.

 If you would like a peek at his photographs: www.johncbuck.com

John Buck

Our April Speaker
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Award Recipients for March 2011

“Big Air”
By Theresa  Reynolds

Third Place Special Techniques, Class B

“Round & Round, Up & Up”
By Ann Malsbury

Third Place Color, Class A

“Legs Going Cheap”
By Brian Drinkwater

First Place Monochrome, Class A

“Sydney Opera House”
By Curtis Jensen

Honorable Mention, Color, Class B

“American Sunset”
By Billy Ocker

First Place Special Techniques, Class B

“Wing’n It”
By George Bollis

Honorable Mention, Class A Monochrome
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Award Recipients for March 2011

“Deep Dish Lilly Pad”
By Denise Tucci

Second Place Special Techniques, Class B

“Pelican Fun”
By Kathy Graham

Honorable Mention, Class B Color

“Old and Older”
By Ed Smith

Honorable Mention, Class B Color

“Fall Reflections”
By Mark Mittleman

Honorable Mention, Class A Color

“Sepia Sunflower”
By Tom Smoyer

Second Place Monochrome, Class A

“Saved at Last”
By Richard Baker

First Place Color Class B

All photographs in this publication are the copyright of the photographer and may not be reproduced in any manner what so ever
without the specific written permission of  the individual photographer.
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Award Recipients for March 2011

“White Rose’
By Miriam Barton

Third Place Color Class B

“Smooth Sailing”
By Billy Ocker

Honorable Mention, Monochrome Class B

“Slough of Despond”
By Earl Evans

First Place, Color Class A

“On Point”
By Tom Smoyer

Second Place, Color Class A

“Girl with a Pearl Earring”
By Jim Riley

Honorable Mention Color Class A
“Serenity”

By Kim Hunt
Third Place, Special Techniques Class A
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Award Recipients for March 2011

“Four generations at Brooksville”
By Susan King

First Place Class B Monochrome

“ Wildlife”?
By JR Willims,

Second Place Class A Monchrome

“Zombies”
By Richard Thomson

Honorable mention, Class A Monochrome

“Lotsa, Lotsa Boats in Monaco”
By Del Petersen

Second Place, Class B Color

“Renaissance Beagle”
By Tom Smoyer

First Place
 Special Techniques Class A

“Blue Swirl Water Lilly”
By Lisa Wilnow

Second Place, Special Techniques Class A
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What exactly is panning? Well, very often we would like to take a photograph of
something that is moving, with the object of shooting a clear and unblemished
picture that gives the impression of speed or movement.  More often than not

we end up with a perfect background and the moving object is a complete blur  which is
quite unidentifiable. There are times when some indication of movement of the subject
might be what you wish to suggest. That can be a compromise between accurate panning
and keeping the camera  quite steady!

Panning is a technique that the photographer uses to accentuate movement of the subject  which  is being
photographed. The process is performed so that your moving subject remains in focus as much as possible.
The intention is to have the background as a blur which gives the impression that the subject matter is moving
at  speed.

There is no special equipment to be purchased to achieve this. All you need for this technique is your
camera and a steady hand, or even a camera mounted on a sturdy tripod. You will probably have to take
practice shots several  times to get your technique perfected. With a digital camera you are able to just delete
your failed attempts and try again. Using film can be quite costly!

What you're going to try to do when panning is to
make your camera travel across the subject’s movement
plane and move your camera at the same speed as the
subject . You will pan your camera from left to right or
right to left and try to take the photograph when the
subject is in the center of the range of your movements.
The secret to getting this technique right is based on one
simple fact, and that is to pre-focus your camera on a
spot through which you know your subject will travel.
You then have to make sure you take your shot precisely
at this point of focus to ensure that you have a perfectly
sharp shot of your subject,  while  at the same time
getting a suitably  blurred background.

You need to pan your camera at the same speed that your subject is moving. You also need to adjust your
shutter speed to avoid that variation between your camera’s movement and your subject’s speed.

If you're going to take the photographs while you are
standing you will be twisting your body from one side to the
other  side so that you can follow the movement of your
subject. You need to make sure that your stance is one where
your feet are comfortably apart, not too far or too close,  so
you do not lose your balance and your body gets its full lateral
movement. If you're going to shoot from left to right stand
so your right foot is little more behind your left foot.  Should
you be shooting and panning  from right to left you then make
sure your left foot is slightly more behind  your right foot. Of
course if you're going to shoot using your tripod you need to
make yourself comfortable behind the tripod with both feet

This month Dr. Len S Hood talks about Panning.

Not quite perfect, but almost there

Got the station but not the train!

Continued on nest page

That’s  not begging for money either!
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apart and have the ability to move your body to the left or to the right easily. The tripod must be firmly  based and
perhaps you might need to use some weight such as a small sand bag.

Make sure that you turn off all your autofocus settings on the lens and on the camera and switch to manual
focus. The auto settings are things you cannot control in a situation like panning where you need to be able to
have complete control over every setting. Manual control is a must.

Make sure you are well balanced and comfortable, especially if
you are not using a tripod and make sure that your lens is in balance
with your camera hand. Because any in-balance will affect how
smoothly you can pan your camera from left to right or vice versa,
and if your lens is heavier than your camera you may have a
tendency to tilt camera downwards and if the camera is heavier than
the lens the natural thing is to tilt your camera upwards.

Now make sure you've got your camera on manual focus and
you are pre-focused on the location where you anticipate your
moving subject will be. When you have made that focusing
decision do not alter it. Some photographers will place a small
piece of sticky tape on the focus ring so that one does not accidentally move the ring while waiting to take your
pan shot.

You will now need to set your shutter speed, and the initial setting might be 1/125 of a second. Practice at
that speed and see if it is necessary to speed up the shutter speed or reduce it. The likelihood of you getting a
perfect picture the first time is not assured. With the multi shot cameras many of us have we are able to take a
burst of three or more shots.  One of those might be good enough to satisfy what we need. Makes things so
much easier!

If you are not using a tripod, position the camera so that one hand is under the barrel of the lens and grip the
body of the camera very firmly with your other hand. It is the hand that is supporting the camera which will be
the one that will control the panning movement not the one that is actually holding the camera. If you are using
a tripod, the hand holding the tripod handle will be the one that will control the movement of your camera along
the trajectory of your moving subject. Hold it firmly.

Now it is time for you to take your shot. Your aim will be to follow your moving subject from before to
after you actually press your shutter release. So, as your subject approaches you need to start panning your
camera from one side to the other in a smooth and steady movement. If you are using a tripod and have a shutter
release cable, then use it.

You'll probably need to take several test shots as you get the feel of
the balance of your camera and the movement of your shoulders and
body as you twist from side to side. Remember  you can adjust your
shutter speed so that you get the sharpest image of your moving subject.
You might also need to recheck your focus point and readjust your tape
on the lens barrel to make sure it hasn't moved. It is very satisfying to
take a great photograph at a sporting event or elsewhere, of a moving
subject.

You will feel that you have made quite an achievement towards becoming that super shooter! But after all
this, it is hard for us to tell you that many new cameras are being supplied with a built in sonic-speed Auto
Focus system  that might simply do away with much of what we have just written about!

Not a pan but a freeze frame.

Went by so fast!

Dr.  Len S Hood continued from previous page
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Photo Club Monthly Meeting March 24,  2011
 by Susan King, Reporter in Training, our thanks!

The monthly meeting began at 6.45pm with  “social time” and  the review of the photo competition entries
by the club members.

The Awards theme this month was “Open” and  with the evening’s talk being on “creativity” several
members wore some creative attire, most notably our President, George Bollis.

Refreshments were provided by Mary Ester Bollis and Anne Malsbary. Thank you Mary Ester and Anne!

At 7:15PM  an Audio Visual Show was presented:  “Visual Music”, photographs by Richard Thomson and with
music “Joe’s Garage”.  A great idea, Richard!

President’s Remarks

George Bollis welcomed everyone to the meeting and invited  new members to stand, be acknowledged and
introduce themselves. This month the club grew by 37 new members !

George thanked Pat Rice for the use of his laptop, speakers, and screen which we can use until new ones
are purchased by the club with the assistance of David Garrett and Jim Riley. George offered copies of the Vero
Beach Magazine March 2011 issue that had the winning photos of our annual Museum of Art, Photography
Contest which was held last December. Some excellent work by the contestants is represented in the issue.

This month’s Photographer of the Month was Louie Ciszek. George announced that Louie was being
awarded an Honorary Lifetime Member in The Indian River Photo Club. Louie spoke to the members about his
history with the club, noting that he was a founding member. He offered to answer members’ questions and
assist with their photo problems whenever he is available to do so..

 The Treasurer’s Report  was presented by  the Club Treasurer Jim Riley .

Announcements
Hazel Lacks - discussed the annual bus trip to St Augustine,  which is scheduled for May 14. Please see our

MeetUp site to sign up and to make payment through PayPal.
      David Garrett - discussed the March 26 MeetUp at Hackberry Hammock.

On April 16 there is a MeetUp at Arnold’s Wildlife and Rehabilitation in Okeechobee, where they have a
beautiful butterfly garden.  See details on the MeetUp site. Please note a donation fee of $10 per visitor is
suggested by those attending.

The annual juried photography show, “Through The Eye of the Camera”,  at the A.E. Backus Gallery in
Fort Pierce is April 20-May 29. Enter your photos April 6-16.  Entry fee is $25 per photo.  We have had  many
successful members at this show over the years, so go through your portfolio and select your winner!

The speaker for next Month’s meeting will be John Buck. He is a former contract photographer for Kodak.
The topic will be “Travel Photography”. Most apropos before as our travel season kicks in.
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The month of April’s Photo Competition Theme is “Diamonds”.

If you win any of our monthly competition awards, you will need to email your photograph by the fifth of
the following month to the editors of our newsletter. It is most important that you do this so that the club can
make and keep a record of our awardees, both for our web site and for the annual catalogue of all award
recipients which is published just prior to our “Best Picture of The Year” competition each December at our
Annual function for that event.  If you are new to this competition and the procedures, and do not know how and
where to email your photographs, please contact our competition coordinator, David Garrett. Otherwise please
send your award photographs to irphotoclubnewsletter@gmail.com. The editors do acknowledge receipt of your
e-mails, although this month, a minor Internet connectivity problem did arise and delay the process.

Part of being in and submitting entries in the Monthly Photo Awards Competition is emailing your
Award photo for the following reasons:

1. To be recorded so the club knows who is eligible to compete in the December “Best Photos of the Year”
Contest.

2. To be printed in the monthly Newsletter so that ALL members can view the selected photographs.
3.  To enable the Editors to forward the winning photos to our new Website Liaison co-ordinator, Jennifer

Lahman, who will put them on our Website. Our WebMaster, Patrick Rice,  has been working on our newly
updated, renovated, and revitalized Website. Some parts are still “in the works” but we are all excited now to be
able to feature the monthly Awardees on the site homepage each month, and change them accordingly.

Our Speaker this month was Kim Hunt who spoke on “Creative Artistic Photography“.
She demonstrated how what seems to be an ordinary photo can be turned into a creative works
of art using Photoshop Express and a Wacom Tablet. She noted that 80% of the images used in
the demonstration were taken with her I Phone. Members were encouraged to take photos with
whatever camera is convenient  to carry when out and about,  then get creative.
George thanked Kim for filling in at the last minute due to the scheduled speaker’s family
emergency.

This Months Awards Photo Competition Theme  was “Open”

Our Guest Judge - Betsy Kurtzinger-Fresh.
We were honored to have a judge of her caliber. She is Professor Emeritus of the Department of Art and

Design at Eastern Kentucky University. She developed the Bachelors of Fine Arts Program and coordinated the
Program in Graphic Design and Illustration for 27 years.

Many members enjoyed her excellent critique of each award photograph, making the process an educational
and inspirational experience. We thank Betsy for such a great job.

ARNOLD’S BUTTERFLY HAVEN Saturday April 16th

HAVE

FUN
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Pat Rice has been a member of the Indian River Photo Club since 2004 and has
been very active in leadership roles within the club. His passion is
photography and he enjoys many areas of interest including: travel, landscape,

portrait and nature photography.

Pat is an avid sports photographer and freelances for the Scripps Treasure Coast
newspapers. Pat has won numerous awards including Best Picture of the Year, 1st
Place landscapes in the Annual Print Exhibit at the Vero Beach Museum of Art and
placed in the Backus Gallery photography contest.

Earl Evans is a member of the Camera Club of Brevard and has held “dual
membership” in IRPC since 2008.  Earl began in photography with an interest
primarily in birds as subjects. He has moved on to a wide range of photographic

pursuits, now focusing primarily on landscapes. His favorite locations are the national
parks in Utah and Wyoming.  Earl has won numerous awards for his photography in a
wide range of competitions as well as gallery and museum exhibits. His outdoor/nature
photographs have appeared in various magazines, calendars and art periodicals.

 The subject of this month's competition and also the subject of many a ladies dream is diamonds. What is it that
has made man search and scramble and fight over this shapeless and less than attractive stone before men spend
countless hours in making it sparkle and glitter then mounting or encasing it in gold or silver?

And above all, how did its value become realized? Why did the human make this very hard stone the most valuable of
all gem stones? It is comparatively plentiful too, being found in many countries worldwide.

Yes, it is the hardest of all substances, and this month it could become the hardest of all the subjects that we have had
to photographically present for the awards competition.

Let’s think a little about diamonds and what comes  to mind suggestively to help you.
A diamond shape is a four sided figure with two obtuse and two acute angles. Is a baseball diamond truly a diamond?
The diamond is also one of the four suits in a pack of playing cards. And playing cards bring to mind several card

games and locations such as Las Vegas, Monte Carlo or one of the myriads of casinos on Indian reservations. A diamond
is also one of the smallest kinds of English printing type. Then for security, so important these days, things can be
identified and marked, using a diamond etching tool. Diamonds are also very important in making cutting tools that
enable us to work with all sorts of tough materials, produce cars, airplanes or space craft.
  A diamond drill is an annular bore bit which is set with carbonados in its head. It does not drill for diamonds!
Diamond dust, yes there is such stuff, which is a powder  created by the friction of diamonds on one another in the course
of polishing diamonds. The dust is then used in the polishing process when mould makers make the  molds for making
molded products and stamping dies for things like car bodies and panels. A diamond wheel is a wheel that is covered with
diamond dust and oil or wax and used as a polishing compound. We use the term that something is diamonded meaning it
is furnished or coated with diamonds. Then there are places that are diamondiferous which is where diamonds are found
(not the jewelers) but say, a diamond field in the ground. A diamond Jubilee is the 60th anniversary of perhaps a marriage
or other special occasion.  Diamond cut can refer to an encounter between two very sharp and astute persons. A rough
diamond can be an uncut diamond or perhaps a person of great ability with a strange attitude, rough exterior appearance
and unpolished manners. The word adamant is a derivative from the “French” for diamond and suitably refers to the
persona of someone mentioned in the previous sentence.

Finally a diamond beetle, a beautiful sparkling South American weevil  which apart from looks can cut just like a
diamond into hard woods  that it fancies. Now go and shoot a diamond!

a lady’s best friend

Our Judges for Our April Meeting
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This month’s Photographer of the month is JENNIFER LAHMAN

 From what area of the country do you originate from?

I am a “Florida Cracker”! I was born in Homestead  Florida, and I have
only resided in Dade, Broward, and Indian River Counties.

Q.  How long have you lived in Indian River County?

I moved here in 1997 with my family from south Florida.

Q.  What made you and when did you decide to take up photography?

 I think that I always was interested in photography.

My father had a dark room in our home, he was always taking photos of me and when he was traveling.
When I was 16 I worked at Eckerd Drug Store. There was a photo processor
where I would work with the film and adjust the printing based on what the
negative showed as being too bright or dark.  It was this experience in
photography that led to my understanding of film speeds.  I have been an avid
scrap booker and photography has played a huge part in my life’s experience
because I like to document my families life.

Q.  Are you retired or are you still working ?

  I have been in the medical software & billing  profession for over 20 years.
For the past 10 years I have been the office manager for a local doctor.

Q  What types of photography mainly interests you now?

I have a passion for concert photography.  It was one of the reasons why I
got a DSLR.  I was never happy with the point and shoot’s lag time which
spoiled all my concert photos. Every one would be blurry or too dark or too
light.  I hope to be able to participate in more concert photography in the near
future.  My other interest is photographing my kids!

Q  If you could photograph anywhere in the world, where would that be?

Anywhere there is a concert!  I would love to be a professional photographer for
bands and travel with the bands.

Q  What other thoughts would you like to share?

  I would encourage all members to be involved with our photo club and its’
membership.  The club is about so much more than what you can get out of it, but
more about what you can contribute to the club and your co-members.  I would
also like to see the club's student membership grow and maybe eventually we
could create a young adult category.

By David Garrett
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